The University of Tampa believes its students are always ambassadors of the University to the local community. However, we understand there are times UT students do not live up to the expectations of community life as defined in UT’s Spartan Code (www.ut.edu/deanofstudents/spartancode/) and the Student Rights and Responsibilities handbook (www.ut.edu/rightsandresponsibilities/). As a result, the Office of Student Conduct and Orientation is charged to help student learn and grow from their experiences so the reported behaviors do not reoccur.

If you believe a UT student is engaging in behavior that could be in violation of University policy or local/state/federal law, you are welcome to send this information to the Office of Student Conduct and Orientation (conduct@ut.edu). A staff person will review the reported information to determine the next course of action for the reported student(s), and if appropriate, the student will go through our student conduct process.

To ensure we are able to identify the reported students, the following information is needed:

- Name (if possible)
- License Plate Number or UT Parking Permit Number

We are unable to identify students based upon off-campus residence addresses.

Please also include a detailed report about the witnessed incident. The report will need to include all the relevant information to communicate the nature of the incident, how it impacted the community and what is needed to restore the community back to what it was before the behavior occurred.

Please note that due to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) we will be unable to tell you the outcome of the student conduct case unless the complainant is a victim of a crime of violence as defined by the FBI. We understand that not knowing the outcome of an incident can be frustrating. However, it is important to remember that The University of Tampa’s student conduct system is an internal educational process. If you believe that there is an issue of personal safety or criminal activity, you are encouraged to contact the Tampa Police Department.

In addition to the above process, The University of Tampa’s Coalition of Enhanced Drug and Alcohol Resources and Study (CEDARS) is dedicated to helping students make responsible life choices. This is achieved by building collaborative partnerships with students, faculty, staff, law enforcement and other community colleagues and coalitions to lead our community towards environmental change. CEDARS meets monthly during the academic school year.

Thank you for your ongoing support of the University and of our desire to help our students learn from their behaviors.